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the 90's and left an indelible mark on the music scene at large. But how did this musical phenomenon
emerge from the Seattle underground to become a universal beacon of despair for millions of restless kids
around the globe, and why did it resonate with so many disenchanted outsiders? Kyle Anderson answers
these questions and more, examining the connection between grunge and punk, how Kurt Cobain's disdain
for Axl Rose propelled Nirvana to instant success, the singer who officially killed off grunge with his trite
lyrics and pseudo-grunge attitude and the band the ripped off Pearl Jam, made millions of dollars by selling
out to the media and went on to become the most hated band ever. Accidental Revolution is an essential
guide to the triumphs and defeats of a musical revolution and its unforgettable icons.
Chuck Klosterman X - Chuck Klosterman 2018-05-01
New York Times-bestselling author and cultural critic Chuck Klosterman sorts through the past decade and
how we got to now. Chuck Klosterman has created an incomparable body of work in books, magazines,
newspapers, and on the Web. His writing spans the realms of culture and sports, while also addressing
interpersonal issues, social quandaries, and ethical boundaries. Klosterman has written nine previous
books, helped found and establish Grantland, served as the New York Times Magazine Ethicist, worked on
film and television productions, and contributed profiles and essays to outlets such as GQ, Esquire,
Billboard, The A.V. Club, and The Guardian. Chuck Klosterman's tenth book (aka Chuck Klosterman X)
collects his most intriguing of those pieces, accompanied by fresh introductions and new footnotes
throughout. Klosterman presents many of the articles in their original form, featuring previously
unpublished passages and digressions. Subjects include Breaking Bad, Lou Reed, zombies, KISS, Jimmy
Page, Stephen Malkmus, steroids, Mountain Dew, Chinese Democracy, The Beatles, Jonathan Franzen,
Taylor Swift, Tim Tebow, Kobe Bryant, Usain Bolt, Eddie Van Halen, Charlie Brown, the Cleveland Browns,
and many more cultural figures and pop phenomena. This is a tour of the past decade from one of the
sharpest and most prolific observers of our unusual times.
The Seekers - John Jakes 2012-07-10
Abraham Kent leaves Boston to find his destiny on America’s frontier in this saga by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of North and South. Continuing the saga of the Kent family, John Jakes turns his
masterful eye to the settlement of the untamed American West. Abraham Kent, the son of Philip Kent and
Anne Ware, fought valiantly on the frontier, only to return home to Boston and a life he doesn’t want.
Determined not to live in his father’s shadow, Abraham and his young bride join the wave of pioneers
carving out farms in the turbulent, dangerous West. But life on the nation’s frontier soon becomes more
than their fledgling family can endure. Furthering his reign as the living master of American historical
fiction, Jakes unfurls the epic of The Seekers. This ebook features an illustrated biography of John Jakes
including rare images from the author’s personal collection.
Earth Bound - Christine Feehan 2015-07-07
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan returns to the mysterious coastal town of Sea
Haven where a woman is stalked by her inescapable past in the fourth novel in the Sisters of the Heart
series. On the shores of Sea Haven, six women touched by great loss have come together in a sisterhood
strengthened by the elements—a bond each will need as new love and danger enter their lives... After
escaping from a cult, Lexi found refuge with her sisters on the farm that more than sustained her body—it
nurtured her soul as well. But she never forgot the terror she left behind or the always present fear that the

They Just Seem a Little Weird - Doug Brod 2020-12-01
A veteran music journalist explores how four legendary rock bands—KISS, Cheap Trick, Aerosmith, and
Starz—laid the foundation for two diametrically opposed subgenres: hair metal in the '80s and grunge in
the '90s. It was the age when heavy-footed, humorless dinosaurs roamed the hard-rock landscape. But that
all changed when into these dazed and confused mid-'70s strut-ted four flamboyant bands that reveled in
revved-up anthems and flaunted a novel theatricality. In They Just Seem a Little Weird, veteran
entertainment journalist Doug Brod offers an eye- and ear-opening look at a crucial moment in music
history, when rock became fun again and a gig became a show. This is the story of friends and frenemies
who rose, fell, and soared once more, often sharing stages, studios, producers, engineers, managers,
agents, roadies, and fans-and who are still collaborating more than forty years on. In the tradition of David
Browne's Fire and Rain and Sheila Weller's Girls Like Us, They Just Seem a Little Weird seamlessly
interweaves the narratives of KISS, Cheap Trick, and Aerosmith with that of Starz, a criminally neglected
band whose fate may have been sealed by a shocking act of violence. This is also the story of how these
distinctly American groups-three of them now enshrined in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame-laid the
foundation for two seemingly opposed rock genres: the hair metal of Poison, Skid Row, and Mötley Crüe
and the grunge of Nirvana, Alice in Chains, and the Melvins. Deeply researched, and featuring more than
130 new interviews, this book is nothing less than a secret history of classic rock.
Fargo Rock City - Chuck Klosterman 2007-11-01
Empirically proving that—no matter where you are—kids wanna rock, this is Chuck Klosterman's hilrious
memoir of growing up as a shameless metalhead in Wyndmere, North Dakotoa (population: 498). With a
voice like Ace Frehley's guitar, Klosterman hacks his way through hair-band history, beginning with that
fateful day in 1983 when his older brother brought home Mötley Crüe's Shout at the Devil. The fifth-grade
Chuck wasn't quite ready to rock—his hair was too short and his farm was too quiet—but he still found a
way to bang his nappy little head. Before the journey was over, he would slow-dance to Poison, sleep
innocently beneath satanic pentagrams, lust for Lita Ford, and get ridiculously intellectual about Guns N'
Roses. C'mon and feel his noize.
Our Band Could Be Your Life - Michael Azerrad 2012-12-01
The definitive chronicle of underground music in the 1980s tells the stories of Black Flag, Sonic Youth, The
Replacements, and other seminal bands whose DIY revolution changed American music forever. Our Band
Could Be Your Life is the never-before-told story of the musical revolution that happened right under the
nose of the Reagan Eighties -- when a small but sprawling network of bands, labels, fanzines, radio stations,
and other subversives re-energized American rock with punk's do-it-yourself credo and created music that
was deeply personal, often brilliant, always challenging, and immensely influential. This sweeping chronicle
of music, politics, drugs, fear, loathing, and faith is an indie rock classic in its own right. The bands profiled
include: Sonic Youth Black Flag The Replacements Minutemen Husker Du Minor Threat Mission of Burma
Butthole Surfers Big Black Fugazi Mudhoney Beat Happening Dinosaur Jr.
Accidental Revolution - Kyle Anderson 2007-07-10
Nirvana, Pearl Jam, Hole and Alice in Chains are the names that come to mind when we talk about grunge.
But never before has there been a complete history of grunge with razor-sharp critical analysis—until now.
Grunge, a style of music that wed classic rock riffs with punk ethos, was the musical movement that defined
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cult would find her again, and claim her. Then her nightmare came true. Lexi was discovered and
threatened—only to be suddenly saved by a stranger. He is Gavriil Prakenskii, and he’s awestruck by the
woman he’s rescued. She is destined for him. He can feel it in his soul. But how can Lexi find happiness
with a man steeped in secrets and shadows, one intimately acquainted with violence, and whose very love
could be the death of them?
Estonia and the Estonians - Toivo U. Raun 2002-02-01
Estonia and the Estonians provides the first compendious survey in any language of Estonian history, from
prehistoric times to the twenty-first century. Estonia's strategic geopolitical location—a crossroads where
the major powers of northeastern Europe have struggled for influence—and the small number of ethnic
Estonians are crucial factors that have shaped the history of the area and its inhabitants. The book
emphasizes the period since the mid-nineteenth century, when a national movement calling for Estonian
cultural and political autonomy began to emerge. During the two world wars, Estonia gained and lost
political self-determination. Yet a modern Estonian culture was firmly established, and a strong sense of
national identity survived the Soviet era.
Raised in Captivity - Chuck Klosterman 2020-07-14
Microdoses of the straight dope, stories so true they had to be wrapped in fiction for our own protection,
from the best-selling author of But What if We're Wrong? A man flying first class discovers a puma in the
lavatory. A new coach of a small-town Oklahoma high school football team installs an offense comprised of
only one, very special, play. A man explains to the police why he told the employee of his local bodega that
his colleague looked like the lead singer of Depeche Mode, a statement that may or may not have led in
some way to a violent crime. A college professor discusses with his friend his difficulties with the new
generation of students. An obscure power pop band wrestles with its new-found fame when its song
"Blizzard of Summer" becomes an anthem for white supremacists. A couple considers getting a medical
procedure that will transfer the pain of childbirth from the woman to her husband. A woman interviews a
hit man about killing her husband but is shocked by the method he proposes. A man is recruited to join a
secret government research team investigating why coin flips are no longer exactly 50/50. A man sees a
whale struck by lightning, and knows that everything about his life has to change. A lawyer grapples with
the unintended side effects of a veterinarian's rabies vaccination. Fair warning: Raised in Captivity does not
slot into a smooth preexisting groove. If Saul Steinberg and Italo Calvino had adopted a child from a
Romanian orphanage and raised him on Gary Larsen and Thomas Bernhard, he would still be nothing like
Chuck Klosterman. They might be good company, though. Funny, wise and weird in equal measure, Raised
in Captivity bids fair to be one of the most original and exciting story collections in recent memory, a fever
graph of our deepest unvoiced hopes, fears and preoccupations. Ceaselessly inventive, hostile to corniness
in all its forms, and mean only to the things that really deserve it, it marks a cosmic leap forward for one of
our most consistently interesting writers.
Rock and Roll Always Forgets - Chuck Eddy 2011-08-10
The best, most provocative reviews, interviews, columns, and essays written by the entertaining,
idiosyncratic, and influential music writer Chuck Eddy over the past twenty-five years.
The Universal Sense - Seth S. Horowitz 2012-09-04
Reveals how the human sense of hearing manipulates how people think, consume, sleep and feel, explaining
the hearing science behind such phenomena as why people fall asleep while traveling, the reason
fingernails on a chalkboard causes cringing and why songs get stuck in one's head.
Love Goes to Buildings on Fire - Will Hermes 2012-09-04
Chronicles five epochal years of music in the Big Apple against a backdrop of the period's high crime,
limited government resources and low rents, tracing the formations of key sounds while evaluating the
contributions of such artists as Willie Colón, Bruce Springsteen and Grandmaster Flash.
Bending Spoons with Britney Spears - Chuck Klosterman 2010-09-14
Originally collected in Chuck Klosterman IV and now available both as a stand-alone essay and in the ebook
collection Chuck Klosterman on Pop, this essay is about Britney Spears.
Sex, Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs - Chuck Klosterman 2004-06-22
Explores a range of modern cultural phenomenon, including Internet pornography, tribute bands, baseball
fargo-rock-city-a-heavy-metal-odyssey-in-rual-nort

rivalries, and reality television.
Raising Hell - Jon Wiederhorn 2020-01-07
From the author of the celebrated classic Louder Than Hell comes an oral history of the badass Heavy
Metal lifestyle—the debauchery, demolition, and headbanging dedication—featuring metalhead musicians
from Black Sabbath and Judas Priest to Twisted Sister and Quiet Riot to Disturbed, Megadeth, Throwdown
and more. In his song “You Can’t Kill Rock and Roll” Ozzy Osbourne sings, “Rock and roll is my religion and
my law.” This is the mantra of the metal legends who populate Raising Hell—artists from Black Sabbath,
Judas Priest, Slipknot, Slayer, and Lamb of God to Twisted Sister, Quiet Riot, Disturbed, Megadeth, and
many more! It’s also the guiding principle for underground voices like Misery Index, Gorgoroth, Municipal
Waste, and Throwdown. Through the decades, the metal scene has been populated by colorful individuals
who have thwarted convention and lived by their own rules. For many, vice has been virtue, and the
opportunity to record albums and tour has been an invitation to push boundaries and blow the lid off a
Pandora’s box of riotous experiences: thievery, vandalism, hedonism, the occult, stage mishaps, mosh pit
atrocities, and general insanity. To the figures in this book, metal is a means of banding together to stick a
big middle finger to a society that had already decided they didn’t belong. Whether they were oddballs who
didn’t fit in or angry kids from troubled backgrounds, metal gave them a sense of identity. Drawing from
150-plus first-hand interviews with vocalists, guitarists, bassists, keyboardists, and drummers, music
journalist Jon Wiederhorn offers this collection of wild shenanigans from metal’s heaviest and most iconic
acts—the parties, the tours, the mosh pits, the rage, the joy, the sex, the drugs . . . the heavy metal life!
Horns up!
Audio Culture, Revised Edition - Christoph Cox 2017-07-27
The groundbreaking Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music (Continuum; September 2004; paperback
original) maps the aural and discursive terrain of vanguard music today. Rather than offering a history of
contemporary music, Audio Culture traces the genealogy of current musical practices and theoretical
concerns, drawing lines of connection between recent musical production and earlier moments of sonic
experimentation. It aims to foreground the various rewirings of musical composition and performance that
have taken place in the past few decades and to provide a critical and theoretical language for this new
audio culture. This new and expanded edition of the Audio Culture contains twenty-five additional essays,
including four newly-commissioned pieces. Taken as a whole, the book explores the interconnections among
such forms as minimalism, indeterminacy, musique concrète, free improvisation, experimental music,
avant-rock, dub reggae, ambient music, hip hop, and techno via writings by philosophers, cultural theorists,
and composers. Instead of focusing on some "crossover" between "high art" and "popular culture," Audio
Culture takes all these musics as experimental practices on par with, and linked to, one another. While
cultural studies has tended to look at music (primarily popular music) from a sociological perspective, the
concern here is philosophical, musical, and historical. Audio Culture includes writing by some of the most
important musical thinkers of the past half-century, among them John Cage, Brian Eno, Ornette Coleman,
Pauline Oliveros, Maryanne Amacher, Glenn Gould, Umberto Eco, Jacques Attali, Simon Reynolds, Eliane
Radigue, David Toop, John Zorn, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and many others. Each essay has its own short
introduction, helping the reader to place the essay within musical, historical, and conceptual contexts, and
the volume concludes with a glossary, a timeline, and an extensive discography.
Motherland - Elissa Altman 2020-09-08
“I’m reading this book right now and loving it!”—Cheryl Strayed, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Wild How can a mother and daughter who love (but don’t always like) each other coexist without driving
each other crazy? “Vibrating with emotion, this deeply honest account strikes a chord.”—People “A wry and
moving meditation on aging and the different kinds of love between women.”—O: The Oprah Magazine
After surviving a traumatic childhood in nineteen-seventies New York and young adulthood living in the
shadow of her flamboyant mother, Rita, a makeup-addicted former television singer, Elissa Altman has
managed to build a very different life, settling in Connecticut with her wife of nearly twenty years. After
much time, therapy, and wine, Elissa is at last in a healthy place, still orbiting around her mother but
keeping far enough away to preserve the stable, independent world she has built as a writer and editor.
Then Elissa is confronted with the unthinkable: Rita, whose days are spent as a flâneur, traversing
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Manhattan from the Clinique counters at Bergdorf to Bloomingdale’s and back again, suffers an
incapacitating fall, leaving her completely dependent upon her daughter. Now Elissa is forced to finally
confront their profound differences, Rita’s yearning for beauty and glamour, her view of the world through
her days in the spotlight, and the money that has mysteriously disappeared in the name of preserving
youth. To sustain their fragile mother-daughter bond, Elissa must navigate the turbulent waters of their
shared lives, the practical challenges of caregiving for someone who refuses to accept it, the tentacles of
narcissism, and the mutual, frenetic obsession that has defined their relationship. Motherland is a story
that touches every home and every life, mapping the ferocity of maternal love, moral obligation, the choices
women make about motherhood, and the possibility of healing. Filled with tenderness, wry irreverence, and
unforgettable characters, it is an exploration of what it means to escape from the shackles of the past only
to have to face them all over again. Praise for Motherland “Rarely has a mother-daughter relationship been
excavated with such honesty. Elissa Altman is a beautiful, big-hearted writer who mines her most central
subject: her gorgeous, tempestuous, difficult mother, and the terrain of their shared life. The result is a
testament to the power of love and family.”—Dani Shapiro, author of Inheritance
The Happiness Playlist - Mark Mallman 2019-03-19
Minneapolis musician Mark Mallman's journey through grief and loss with the help of music and friends.
I Wear the Black Hat - Chuck Klosterman 2013-07-09
One-of-a-kind cultural critic and New York Times bestselling author Chuck Klosterman “offers up great
facts, interesting cultural insights, and thought-provoking moral calculations in this look at our love affair
with the anti-hero” (New York magazine). Chuck Klosterman, “The Ethicist” for The New York Times
Magazine, has walked into the darkness. In I Wear the Black Hat, he questions the modern understanding
of villainy. When we classify someone as a bad person, what are we really saying, and why are we so
obsessed with saying it? How does the culture of malevolence operate? What was so Machiavellian about
Machiavelli? Why don’t we see Bernhard Goetz the same way we see Batman? Who is more worthy of our
vitriol—Bill Clinton or Don Henley? What was O.J. Simpson’s second-worst decision? And why is Klosterman
still haunted by some kid he knew for one week in 1985? Masterfully blending cultural analysis with selfinterrogation and imaginative hypotheticals, I Wear the Black Hat delivers perceptive observations on the
complexity of the antihero (seemingly the only kind of hero America still creates). As the Los Angeles Times
notes: “By underscoring the contradictory, often knee-jerk ways we encounter the heroes and villains of our
culture, Klosterman illustrates the passionate but incomplete computations that have come to define
American culture—and maybe even American morality.” I Wear the Black Hat is a rare example of serious
criticism that’s instantly accessible and really, really funny.
Fargo Rock City - Chuck Klosterman 2012-12-11
The year is 1983, and Chuck Klosterman just wants to rock. But he's got problems. For one, he's in the fifth
grade. For another, he lives in rural North Dakota. Worst of all, his parents aren't exactly down with the
long hairstyle which rocking requires. Luckily, his brother saves the day when he brings home a bit of
manna from metal heaven, SHOUT AT THE DEVIL, Motley Crue's seminal paean to hair-band excess. And
so Klosterman's twisted odyssey begins, a journey spent worshipping at the heavy metal altar of Poison,
Lita Ford and Guns N' Roses. In the hilarious, young-man-growing-up-with-a-soundtrack-tradition, FARGO
ROCK CITY chronicles Klosterman's formative years through the lens of heavy metal, the irony-deficient
genre that, for better or worse, dominated the pop charts throughout the 1980s. For readers of Dave
Eggers, Lester Bangs, and Nick Hornby, Klosterman delivers all the goods: from his first dance (with a girl)
and his eye-opening trip to Mandan with the debate team; to his list of 'essential' albums; and his
thoughtful analysis of the similarities between Guns 'n' Roses' 'Lies' and the gospels of the New Testament.
Get In The Van - Henry Rollins 2004

Chuck Klosterman IV - Chuck Klosterman 2006-09-05
A collection by the pop culture commentator includes some of his most noteworthy profiles and trend
stories, a selection of favorite opinion pieces, and a semi-autobiographical short story, in a volume
complemented by twenty "hypothetical questions."
A Fireproof Home for the Bride - Amy Scheibe 2015-03-10
Emmaline Nelson and her sister Birdie grow up in the hard, cold rural Lutheran world of strict parents,
strict milking times, and strict morals. Marriage is preordained, the groom practically predestined. Though
it's 1958, southern Minnesota did not see changing roles for women on the horizon. Caught in a time
bubble between a world war and the ferment of the 1960's, Emmy doesn't see that she has any say in her
life, any choices at all. Only when Emmy's fiancé shows his true colors and forces himself on her does she
find the courage to act—falling instead for a forbidden Catholic boy, a boy whose family seems warm and
encouraging after the sere Nelson farm life. Not only moving to town and breaking free from her
engagement but getting a job on the local newspaper begins to open Emmy's eyes. She discovers that the
KKK is not only active in the Midwest but that her family is involved, and her sense of the firm rules she
grew up under—and their effect—changes completely. Amy Scheibe's A FIREPROOF HOME FOR THE
BRIDE has the charm of detail that will drop readers into its time and place: the home economics class
lecture on cuts of meat, the group date to the diner, the small-town movie theater popcorn for a penny. It
also has a love story—the wrong love giving way to the right—and most of all the pull of a great main
character whose self-discovery sweeps the plot forward.
Actionable Gamification - Yu-kai Chou 2019-12-03
Learn all about implementing a good gamification design into your products, workplace, and lifestyle Key
Features Explore what makes a game fun and engaging Gain insight into the Octalysis Framework and its
applications Discover the potential of the Core Drives of gamification through real-world scenarios Book
Description Effective gamification is a combination of game design, game dynamics, user experience, and
ROI-driving business implementations. This book explores the interplay between these disciplines and
captures the core principles that contribute to a good gamification design. The book starts with an overview
of the Octalysis Framework and the 8 Core Drives that can be used to build strategies around the various
systems that make games engaging. As the book progresses, each chapter delves deep into a Core Drive,
explaining its design and how it should be used. Finally, to apply all the concepts and techniques that you
learn throughout, the book contains a brief showcase of using the Octalysis Framework to design a project
experience from scratch. After reading this book, you'll have the knowledge and skills to enable the
widespread adoption of good gamification and human-focused design in all types of industries. What you
will learn Discover ways to use gamification techniques in real-world situations Design fun, engaging, and
rewarding experiences with Octalysis Understand what gamification means and how to categorize it
Leverage the power of different Core Drives in your applications Explore how Left Brain and Right Brain
Core Drives differ in motivation and design methodologies Examine the fascinating intricacies of White Hat
and Black Hat Core Drives Who this book is for Anyone who wants to implement gamification principles and
techniques into their products, workplace, and lifestyle will find this book useful.
Eating the Dinosaur - Chuck Klosterman 2009-10-20
The bestselling author of "Sex, Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs" returns with an all-original nonfiction collection of
questions and answers about pop culture, sports, and the meaning of reality.
American Hair Metal - Steven Blush 2006
Presents a history of American hair metal music, looking at such groups as Bon Jovi, Cinderella, Dokken,
Poison, and Guns n' Roses.
Murder in Mesopotamia - Agatha Christie 1984
Hercule Poirot is summoned to solve a case involving the murder of a seductive woman accompanying a
scientific party investigating the secrets of ancient Babylon
Downtown Owl - Chuck Klosterman 2008-09-16
New York Times bestselling author of The Nineties and “one of America’s top cultural critics”
(Entertainment Weekly) Chuck Klosterman’s debut novel brilliantly captures the charm and dread of smalltown life—soon to be a major motion picture starring Ed Harris, Vanessa Hudgens, and Henry Golding!

Fargo North Decoder, His Coat and Hat - Tom Dunsmuir 1973-01-01
Killing Yourself to Live - Chuck Klosterman 2006-06-13
The author recounts his more than 6,500-mile journey across America, during which he visited the sites of
famous rock star deaths and experienced philosophical changes of perspective.
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Somewhere in rural North Dakota, there is a fictional town called Owl. They don’t have cable. They don’t
really have pop culture, but they do have grain prices and alcoholism. People work hard and then they die.
But that’s not nearly as awful as it sounds; in fact, sometimes it’s perfect. Mitch Hrlicka lives in Owl. He
plays high school football and worries about his weirdness, or lack thereof. Julia Rabia just moved to Owl. A
history teacher, she gets free booze and falls in love with a self-loathing bison farmer. Widower and local
conversationalist Horace Jones has resided in Owl for seventy-three years. They all know each other
completely, except that they’ve never met. But when a deadly blizzard—based on an actual storm that
occurred in 1984—hits the area, their lives are derailed in unexpected and powerful ways. An
unpretentious, darkly comedic story of how it feels to exist in a community where local mythology and
violent reality are pretty much the same thing, Downtown Owl is “a satisfying character study and strikes a
perfect balance between the funny and the profound” (Publishers Weekly).
Waterway - David Williams 2017-06-01
Why does a city surrounded by water need another waterway? Find out what drove Seattle's civic leaders to
pursue the dream of a Lake Washington Ship Canal for more than sixty years and what role it has played in
the region's development over the past century. Historians Jennifer Ott and David B. Williams, author of
Too High and Too Steep: Reshaping Seattle's Topography, explore how industry, transportation, and the
very character of the city and surrounding region developed in response to the economic and
environmental changes brought by Seattle's canal and locks.
Omega - Jus Accardo 2017-08-01
One mistake can change everything. Ashlyn Calvert finds that out the hard way when a bad decision leads
to the death of her best friend, Noah Anderson. Only Noah isn’t really gone. Thanks to his parents’
company, the Infinity Division, there is a version of him skipping from one dimension to another, set on
revenge for the death of his sister, Kori. When a chance encounter brings him face-to-face with Ash, he’s
determined to resist the magnetic pull he’s felt for her time and time again. Because falling for Ash puts his
mission in danger. But there’s more going on in Ash’s alternate universe than either of them knows: a
mysterious project called Omega. A conspiracy spanning multiple Earths and revolving around none other
than Ash. Its creators would do anything to keep Omega secret... Anything. The Infinity Division series is
best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Infinity Book #2 Omega Book #3 Alpha
Toby over Moby - Chuck Klosterman 2010-09-14
Originally collected in Sex, Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs and now available both as a stand-alone essay and in the
ebook collection Chuck Klosterman on Pop, this essay is about popular country music.
Hell Bent for Leather - Seb Hunter 2005-08-16
Seb Hunter wasn't just a heavy metal fan. He was a blind devotee who threw away his education and future
prospects to become a rock star. In Hell Bent for Leather, he reaches into the most embarrassing depths of
the family photo album to reveal his Wayne's World-esque teen years, taking readers on a (very loud)
musical journey from his first guitar to his first gig and on, through groupies, girlfriends, too many drugs,
spiraling egos, musical differences, and finally, the end of the dream -- and a much-needed haircut.In this
nostalgic look at heavy metal culture, Seb Hunter has given us a moving portrait of adolescence and
chasing your dream, reminding us all that it's better to have lost in rock than never to have rocked at all.
This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including author interviews,
recommended reading, and more.
Too Fast for Love - David Yellen 2004
Introduction by Spin columnist Chuck Klosterman. Rocking on tour with America's heavy metal superstars Kiss, Poison, Iron Maiden, Slaughter, Ted Nugent, Dokken, and Cinderella - photographer David Yellen
captures the classically trashy style of the headbangers, metalheads, burnouts, and self-styled fanatics,
tailgating in anticipation of the show or hanging by the backstage door hoping to make it to the promised
land of the bands' dressing rooms.
The Bed of Procrustes - Nassim Nicholas Taleb 2010-11-30
The Bed of Procrustes is a standalone book in Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto series, an
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investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human error, risk, and decision-making in a world
we don’t understand. The other books in the series are Fooled by Randomness, The Black Swan, Antifragile,
and Skin in the Game. By the author of the modern classic The Black Swan, this collection of aphorisms and
meditations expresses his major ideas in ways you least expect. The Bed of Procrustes takes its title from
Greek mythology: the story of a man who made his visitors fit his bed to perfection by either stretching
them or cutting their limbs. It represents Taleb’s view of modern civilization’s hubristic side
effects—modifying humans to satisfy technology, blaming reality for not fitting economic models, inventing
diseases to sell drugs, defining intelligence as what can be tested in a classroom, and convincing people
that employment is not slavery. Playful and irreverent, these aphorisms will surprise you by exposing selfdelusions you have been living with but never recognized. With a rare combination of pointed wit and
potent wisdom, Taleb plows through human illusions, contrasting the classical values of courage, elegance,
and erudition against the modern diseases of nerdiness, philistinism, and phoniness. “Taleb’s crystalline
nuggets of thought stand alone like esoteric poems.”—Financial Times
Arc of Justice - Kevin Boyle 2007-04-01
An electrifying story of the sensational murder trial that divided a city and ignited the civil rights struggle
In 1925, Detroit was a smoky swirl of jazz and speakeasies, assembly lines and fistfights. The advent of
automobiles had brought workers from around the globe to compete for manufacturing jobs, and tensions
often flared with the KKK in ascendance and violence rising. Ossian Sweet, a proud Negro doctor-grandson
of a slave-had made the long climb from the ghetto to a home of his own in a previously all-white
neighborhood. Yet just after his arrival, a mob gathered outside his house; suddenly, shots rang out: Sweet,
or one of his defenders, had accidentally killed one of the whites threatening their lives and homes. And so
it began-a chain of events that brought America's greatest attorney, Clarence Darrow, into the fray and
transformed Sweet into a controversial symbol of equality. Historian Kevin Boyle weaves the police
investigation and courtroom drama of Sweet's murder trial into an unforgettable tapestry of narrative
history that documents the volatile America of the 1920s and movingly re-creates the Sweet family's
journey from slavery through the Great Migration to the middle class. Ossian Sweet's story, so richly and
poignantly captured here, is an epic tale of one man trapped by the battles of his era's changing times. Arc
of Justice is the winner of the 2004 National Book Award for Nonfiction.
Sound of the Beast - Ian Christe 2010-09-07
The definitive history of the first 30 years of heavy metal, containing over 100 interviews with members of
Black Sabbath, Metallica, Judas Priest, Twisted Sister, Slipknot, Kiss, Megadeth, Public Enemy, Napalm
Death, and more. More than 30 years after Black Sabbath released the first complete heavy metal album,
its founder, Ozzy Osbourne, is the star of The Osbournes, TV's favourite new reality show. Contrary to
popular belief, headbangers and the music they love are more alive than ever. Yet there has never been a
comprehensive book on the history of heavy metal - until now. Featuring interviews with members of the
biggest bands in the genre, Sound of the Beast gives an overview of the past 30-plus years of heavy metal,
delving into the personalities of those who created it. Everything is here, from the bootlegging beginnings
of fans like Lars Ulrich (future founder of Metallica) to the sold-out stadiums and personal excesses of the
biggest groups. From heavy metal's roots in the work of breakthrough groups such as Black Sabbath and
Led Zeppelin to MTV hair metal, courtroom controversies, black metal murderers and Ozzfest, Sound of the
Beast offers the final word on this elusive, extreme, and far-reaching form of music.
I Hate New Music - Dave Thompson 2008
Provides a comparative look at the classic rockers of yesteryear, such as Led Zepplin and the Doors, in
relation to modern bands to demonstrate what influence the original masters had on their work today and
the errors they are making by straying from the true rock-and-roll format.
The Visible Man - Chuck Klosterman 2011-10-04
Treating a delusional scientist who has been using cloaking technology from an aborted government project
to render himself nearly invisible, Austin therapist Victoria Vick listens to his accounts of spying on the
private lives of others, a situation with which Victoria becomes obsessed to the point that it threatens her
career and marriage. 125,000 first printing.
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